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We the People The School of Political Correctness
Good day to you. Well its finally happened, the world has gone completely and utterly mad. The perpetrators of
political correctness must be sort out and deported to an Islamic State where all the other nutters and crazies
reside. Today I advise you that a Sydney school has banned students from clapping. Yes you heard correctly, the
Sydney school at Elanora Heights has commanded that the students are not allowed to clap at assembly or to
show audible enthusiasm or good will at school functions or events. The reason is that the school has decided
that it's unfair on children who don't like or resist loud noise.
When I heard about this I checked the veracity of the story as I simply could not believe it but unfortunately its
true and the teacher has control. Add this to the most peculiar safe schools program and the silly excessive
exposure of the so call LGBT brigade and explaining to school kids the infinitely ridiculous notion of gender
fluidity. By the way, LGBT stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender which is a banner for a group of
people who are a sexual minority in society. Gender fluidity is apparently where the students can dress as male
or female at school or act accordingly depending on their mood or their sexual predisposition at the time. If
mankind is to endure and thrive I cannot for the life of me, see why these various notions trying to deal with the
inexplicable take such priority in Australian life. But wait there's more, the Daily Mail Australia reports that NSW
teachers have been advised to no longer use the words 'Mum' or 'Dad' and to encourage young boys to dress up
as girls in new education guide lines. Who asked society for the approval to do this and who on earth believes
this makes any sense and who thinks it may actually psychologically injure children. Additionally it grossly
disrespects a child's individuality. Such directions are nothing short of chronic, arrant rubbish.
Across the world there is a massive swing away from far-fetched left wing idiotic ideology and so there should
be. How on earth has all this come to pass and now it infiltrates our schools and impressionable young people.
Bit by bit as a nanny society we are diminished because that's what happens when the bureaucrats, politicians
and misfits get hold of this nations social controls. Australia cannot afford any more of this political correct
nonsense else we lose our national identity and the orthodox normality we have. Unfortunately, much is now
embedded in the law like the excessive 18c of the racial discrimination act which underpins and exaggerates
political correctness far more than it protects people. Just to prove a point take the politically incorrect Pauline
Hanson who I happen to admire. She is pilloried on the ABCs' Q and A program by a muslim senator apparently
trying to position her as a racist and xenophobe and that appears fair game on the ABC where political
correctness is mandated as a blood sport. The dreadful thing is that 'we the people' pay the bill for this type of
insubordinate program which will probably find the 'no clapping' school policy very much a part of the new silly
Australia. Please explain indeed.
Now back to the school of no clapping, where the good news is that instead of clapping, students are
encouraged to gesticulate in silence, joyfully but silently punch the air or pull strange faces of delight but no
sound. Cheltenham Girls high school also in Sydney follows suit in politically correct social engineering by telling
students to avoid the use of terms like "girls, ladies or women" so it reduces gender preoccupation as they see
it, again all for the rainbow brigade. So no clapping or noise and no reference to girls or boys, Mum and Dad and
on and on it goes.......this unbridled nonsense of dictatorial correctness. These few offerings today should also
be seen in the unhealthy atmosphere of schools banning Christmas carols, students hugging, optional Australia
day celebrations and optional singing of the national anthem. The truth is we are becoming a closeted Islamic
state where music, happiness and free speech is shunned and people are 'legally stoned' for singing or
expressing their view. Why can't all these people in power see this and why doesn't the Prime Minister take a
real solid leadership stand and throw political correctness into the dust bin of history and call it for what is it is,
entirely un-Australian.
Until next time this is Kent Bayley

